Higher Education Programs Disclosures for Schools

Eligibility Criteria for:

- Atkinson Scholarship (AS)
- Aubrey Lee Brooks Scholarship (ALBS)
- Carrow Scholarship (CS)
- Dickson Scholarship (DS)
- Forgivable Education Loans for Service (FELS)
- Foxx Scholarship (FS)
- Golden LEAF Scholarship (GLSP) – New/CC Transfer Students
- Golden LEAF Scholarship (GLSP) – Renewal Students
- Jagannathan Scholarship (JS)
- Jewell Scholarship
- Love Scholarship (LS)
- NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship (NCPAT) – New Students
- NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship (NC PAT) – Renewal Students
- NC Principal Fellows Program (PFP)
- NC Principal Fellows Program (PFP2) – Renewals
- NC Reach (Child Welfare Postsecondary Support Program (CWPS)
- NC Teaching Fellows Program (TFP-S)
- NC Teaching Fellows Program (TFP-S) – Renewals
- Penn Family Scholarship (PS)
- Suther Scholarship (SS)
- UNC Tuition Grant Program (UNCTG) – New Students
- UNC Tuition Grant Program (UNCTG) – Renewal Students
- Williams Scholarship (WS)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALBS</td>
<td>Aubrey Lee Brooks Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Atkinson Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOI</td>
<td>Not Applicable to Universities/Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORF</td>
<td>Not Applicable to Universities/Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSAP</td>
<td>Not Applicable to Universities/Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Carrow Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWPS</td>
<td>NC Reach (Child Welfare Postsecondary Support Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Dickson Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FELS</td>
<td>Forgivable Education Loans for Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>Foxx Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLSP</td>
<td>Golden LEAF Scholars Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>Jagannathan Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>Love Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCPAT</td>
<td>NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFP</td>
<td>Principal Fellows Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Penn Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Suther Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFP-S</td>
<td>Teaching Fellows Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTG</td>
<td>NC School of Science and Mathematics &amp; UNC School of the Arts Tuition Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS</td>
<td>Williams Scholarship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eligibility Criteria

The Atkinson Certification Roster allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Atkinson Scholarship, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes from Johnston County for a period of two years immediately prior to applying for the scholarship
- must be enrolled at one of three University of North Carolina institutions:
  - North Carolina State University
  - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
  - University of North Carolina at Greensboro
- must have demonstrated financial need (using the federal methodology) to cover at least the amount of the award
- must be making Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) as defined by the institution’s policy

The annual value of an Atkinson Scholarship is based upon the available earnings of the scholarship trust fund.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year’s awards.
Eligibility Criteria

The Brooks Certification Roster allows you to apply awards to students` records and make the appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Brooks Scholarship, the students listed on the list must meet the following criteria:

- must be enrolled full-time in an undergraduate degree program at one of three University of North Carolina institutions (graduating seniors allowed to receive funds if enrolled three-quarter-time during final semester)
  - North Carolina State University
  - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
  - University of North Carolina at Greensboro
- must be maintaining the required GPA (2.75) or are entering first year recipients
- must be eligible to receive the award indicated or as updated. Brooks plus other awards cannot exceed COA
- must be in compliance with the policies and regulations of the Aubrey Lee Brooks Foundation
- must have received the scholarship no more than the maximum eight (8) semesters including summer terms
- must live in one of the eligible counties: Alamance, Bertie, Caswell, Durham, Forsyth, Granville, Guilford, Orange, Person, Rockingham, Stokes, Surry, Swain or Warren and continue residing in an eligible Brooks county. A subsequent move to an ineligible county after the sophomore year will not affect the continuation of a Brooks Scholar`s award provided he/she continues to meet the other eligibility criteria for renewal purposes.

SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been locked.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient`s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year`s awards.
Carrow Scholarship (CS)
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The Carrow Certification Roster allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Carrow Scholarship, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a North Carolina resident who graduated from one of the following Carteret County high schools:
  - East Carteret High School
  - West Carteret High School
  - Croatan High School
- must be enrolled full-time at one of the University of North Carolina institutions
- must have demonstrated financial need (using the federal methodology) to cover at least the amount of the award
- must be making Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) as defined by the institution’s policy and
- must possess a cumulative 3.0 GPA

The annual value of a Thomas Holmes Carrow Scholarship is based upon the investment earnings available from the Carrow Trust

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year’s awards.
Dickson Scholarship (DS)
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The Dickson Notification List allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Dickson Scholarship, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes from Hoke County
- must be enrolled at one of the University of North Carolina institutions
- must have demonstrated financial need (using the federal methodology) to cover at least the amount of the award
- must be making Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) as defined by the institution’s policy

The amount of the Dickson Scholarships depends on the yearly income from the trust. SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year’s awards.
Forgivable Education Loans for Service (FELS)
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The FELS Certification Roster allows you to apply awards to students` records and make the appropriate revisions. To be eligible to receive the FELS award, students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a legal North Carolina resident and a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes confirmed through the Residency Determination Process;
- must be enrolled as a full-time or part-time student in an Approved FELS Program institution.
  ▪ Note: Full-time and part-time status is determined by the academic standards of your institution;
- must be enrolled in an Approved Education Program as designated on the Notification List;
- meet the Selective Service Requirement (or is exempt);
- is not in default, or does not owe a refund, under any federal or state loan or grant program, including overpayments;
- must maintain Satisfactory Academic Progress according to the policy of the institution;
- must not be concurrently receiving any other state-funded scholarship-loan or forgivable loan.

Annual Loan Amounts are as follows:

- Part-Time- Certificate and/or Associate Degree $1,500, $750/semester
- Part-Time- Bachelor`s Degree (Freshmen/Sophomores) $1,500, $750/semester
- Part-Time- Bachelor`s Degree (Juniors/Seniors) $3,500, $1,750/semester
- Part-Time- Master`s Degree $5,000, $2,500/semester
- Part-Time- Doctoral Degree $7,000, $3,500/semester*
- Full-Time- Certificate and/or Associate Degree $3,000, $1,500/semester
- Full-Time- Bachelor`s Degree (Freshmen/Sophomores) $3,000 $1,500/semester
- Full-Time- Bachelor`s Degree (Juniors/Seniors) $7,000, $3,500/semester
- Full-Time- Master`s Degree $10,000, $5,000/semester
- Full-Time- Doctoral Degree $14,000, $7,000/semester*

*FELS funding available to Doctoral students working on coursework only.

Note: Some students might receive less than the amount listed above if they have reached the maximum aggregate amount of funding from FELS for their degree-program.
FELS Continued

SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient's school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process.
Eligibility Criteria

The Foxx Certification Roster allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Foxx Scholarship, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be enrolled full-time at one of the University of North Carolina institutions
- recipient must be an African-American male in the current year’s graduating class (ex: Class 2023); attended West Charlotte High School (Mecklenburg County).

The Foxx Scholarship amount is $1000 and is awarded for the fall semester only

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year’s awards.
Golden LEAF Scholarship (GLSP) – New/CC Transfer Students
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The Golden LEAF Notification List allows you to apply awards to students’ records and make the appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Golden LEAF award, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be either a new freshman or a new community college transfer to your institution for Fall 2023
- must be a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes from a Qualifying County
- must be enrolled full-time (minimum 12 credit hours) in a Bachelor’s program (graduating seniors allowed to receive funds if enrolled three-quarter-time during final semester)
- must demonstrate financial aid need
- meets the Selective Service Requirement (or is exempt)
- meets the Approved Institution’s satisfactory academic progress policy requirements
- is not in default, or does not owe a refund, under any federal or state loan or grant program

SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process
Eligibility Criteria

Renewal for Public and Private Four-Year University (and Louisburg College) Program

The Golden LEAF Notification List allows you to apply awards to students` records and make the appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Golden LEAF award, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes
- must be enrolled full-time (minimum 12 credit hours) in a Bachelor’s program (graduating seniors allowed to receive funds if enrolled three-quarter-time during final semester)
- must demonstrate financial aid need
- meets the Selective Service Requirement (or is exempt)
- meets the Approved Institution`s satisfactory academic progress policy requirements
- is not in default, or does not owe a refund, under any federal or state loan or grant program

SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient`s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process
Eligibility Criteria

The Jagannathan Notification List allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Jagannathan award, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes
- must be enrolled full-time in a degree granting program
- maintain Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) according to the policy of the institution
- must have an overall GPA of 3.0 (as of the end of the Spring 2023 semester)

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process
Jewell Scholarship
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The Jewell Certification Roster allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Jewell Scholarship, the student listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

• must be a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes
• must be enrolled full-time at one of the University of North Carolina institutions

The amount of the Jewell Scholarship depends on the interest earnings of the original gift and any subsequent contributions. Once you have determined eligibility for each student, please lock the Certification Roster and SEAA will make the necessary changes.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year’s awards.
Eligibility Criteria

The Love Certification Roster allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Love Scholarship, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes
- must be enrolled full-time at one of the University of North Carolina institutions
- must have demonstrated financial need (using the federal methodology) to cover at least the amount of the award
- must be making Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) as defined by the institution’s policy

The amount of the Love Scholarships depends on the annual income from the trust.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year’s awards.
NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship (NCPAT) – New Students  
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

To be eligible to receive the NCPSFR Scholarship, the student listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

• **Be enrolled at least half-time at an eligible post-secondary institution.**
• **Eligible postsecondary institutions include a school that is any of the following:**
  a. A constituent institution of The University of North Carolina.
  b. A community college under the jurisdiction of the State Board of Community Colleges.
  c. A private educational institution as defined in G.S. 143B-1224.
  d. A private vocational institution, including Federal Aviation Administration certificated aviation training programs.

• **Use of Scholarship Funds.** Scholarships may only be used for eligible expenses that are not met by other scholarships or benefits. The sum of all grants and scholarships received by any recipient may not exceed the cost of attendance for the institution. Cost of attendance as determined by the student’s institution, which may include monies for tuition, fees, books, supplies, housing, and school-related expenses, including laptops, equipment, tutoring support, as well as room and board as long as the scholarship recipient is enrolled as at least a half-time student at the institution.

*Please NOTE: The social security numbers on the Certification Roster may not be valid for the NC Patriot students. For this program and this program ONLY the social security numbers are not collected. Please use the school ID numbers that were provided to help identify the correct student.*

The institution hereby agrees to the following terms and conditions when certifying and accepting the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship funds:

• **provide the Authority access to all records related to the administration of the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship, including student records for the purpose of, among other things, conducting program reviews.**
• **that it is responsible for transferring funds to each student’s account in accordance with all relevant statutes and rules for the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship.**
• **that it is responsible for returning funds for ineligible students in accordance with all relevant statutes and rules for the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship.**
• **to maintain all records related to the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship Program for a period of five years from the close of the Institution’s fiscal year or until all audit exceptions have been resolved, whichever is longer.**
NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship (NC PAT) – Renewal Students
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

To be eligible to receive the NCPSFR Scholarship, the student listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- **Be enrolled at least half-time at an eligible post-secondary institution.**
- **Eligible postsecondary institutions include a school that is any of the following:**
  a. A constituent institution of The University of North Carolina.
  b. A community college under the jurisdiction of the State Board of Community Colleges.
  c. A private educational institution as defined in G.S. 143B-1224.
  d. A private vocational institution, including Federal Aviation Administration certificated aviation training programs.

- **Use of Scholarship Funds.** Scholarships may only be used for eligible expenses that are not met by other scholarships or benefits. The sum of all grants and scholarships received by any recipient may not exceed the cost of attendance for the institution. Cost of attendance as determined by the student’s institution, which may include monies for tuition, fees, books, supplies, housing, and school-related expenses, including laptops, equipment, tutoring support, as well as room and board as long as the scholarship recipient is enrolled as at least a half-time student at the institution.

*Please NOTE: The social security numbers on the disbursement list may not be valid for the NC Patriot students. For this program and this program ONLY the social security numbers are not collected. Please use the school ID numbers that were provided to help identify the correct student.*

The institution hereby agrees to the following terms and conditions when certifying and accepting the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship funds:

- provide the Authority access to all records related to the administration of the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship, including student records for the purpose of, among other things, conducting program reviews.
- that it is responsible for transferring funds to each student’s account in accordance with all relevant statutes and rules for the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship.
- that it is responsible for returning funds for ineligible students in accordance with all relevant statutes and rules for the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship.
- to maintain all records related to the NC Patriot Star Family Recovery Scholarship Program for a period of five years from the close of the Institution’s fiscal year or until all audit exceptions have been resolved, whichever is longer.
NC Principal Fellows Program (PFP)
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The PFP Certification Roster allows you to apply awards to students` records and make the appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the PFP award, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be enrolled as a full-time student in the School Leader Preparation Program. Note: Full-time status is determined by the academic standards of the institution’s School Leader Preparation Program.
- only tuition and fee charges can be covered by a Transforming Principal Preparation (PFP) award. Awards may not be applied to broader “cost of attendance” elements- i.e. transportation, childcare, etc., which would result in a student receiving a “refund” of any excess award amount based on the PFP award amount.
- meets the Minimum Academic Requirements as defined by the institution
- is not in default, or does not owe a refund, under any federal or state loan or grant program, including any overpayments
- agrees to work in a Qualified Position in North Carolina

SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process
Eligibility Criteria

The PFP2 Certification Roster allows you to apply awards to students` records and make the appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the PFP2 award, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be enrolled as a full-time student in the School Leader Preparation Program. Note: Full-time status is determined by the academic standards of the institution’s School Leader Preparation Program.
- only tuition and fee charges can be covered by a Transforming Principal Preparation (PFP2) award. Awards may not be applied to broader “cost of attendance” elements- i.e. transportation, childcare, etc., which would result in a student receiving a “refund” of any excess award amount based on the PFP2 award amount.
- meets the Minimum Academic Requirements as defined by the institution
- is not in default, or does not owe a refund, under any federal or state loan or grant program, including any overpayments
- agrees to work in a Qualified Position in North Carolina

SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Note of interest:

A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient`s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process.
NC Reach
Child Welfare Postsecondary Support Program (CWPS)
2023-2024

The Child Welfare Postsecondary Support Program, also known as NC Reach, was established by the 2007 North Carolina General Assembly to provide funding for college students who have either aged out of North Carolina public foster care or whose adoption from North Carolina public foster care was finalized on or after their twelfth birthday.

Eligibility Criteria

To be eligible to receive the NC Reach award, students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- meets the Selective Service Requirement (or is exempt)
- is not in default, or does not owe a refund, under any federal or state loan or grant program
- be enrolled at least part-time – the required enrollment hours on the list are based on what the student reported, if the actual enrollment differs from that on the list, please contact vmurphy@ncreach.org to determine if the student is still eligible for all or a portion of the funds

Award amounts vary. Benefits are determined in consideration of federal and state grants and scholarships, including the Pell Grant, the Education Training Voucher and state scholarships such as the North Carolina Education Lottery Scholarship which are applied first to the predetermined costs of attendance at the qualifying school. The NC Reach Scholarship will help pay the balance of the predetermined costs of attendance and is intended to replace student loans.

In an effort to assist students in budgeting their living expenses, NC Reach may send two disbursements for each student each semester; one close to the beginning of the semester and one at the midpoint of the semester. Please remember that the second disbursement is being delivered to cover living expenses and should be released to the student expediently. Your cooperation in this effort is greatly appreciated.

By locking this roster, you certify that all students identified as "eligible" on this roster are "eligible" for the identified SEAA program in accordance with any applicable statutes/rules and the funds will credited to the student's account.
NC Teaching Fellows Program (TFP-S)
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

To be eligible to receive the TFP award, students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be enrolled in the enrollment status designated on the Notification List
- must be enrolled in an Approved Education Program (STEM or Special Education license area)
- meets the Selective Service Requirement (or is exempt)
- is not in default, or does not owe a refund, under any federal or state loan or grant program, including any overpayments
- must maintain Satisfactory Academic Progress according to the policy of the institution
- must not be concurrently receiving any other state-funded scholarship-loan or forgivable loan
- only tuition, fees, the cost of books, and expenses related to obtaining licensure can be covered by a Teaching Fellows award. Awards may not be applied to broader “cost of attendance” elements – i.e. transportation costs, childcare, etc., which would result in a student receiving a “refund” of any excess award amount.

SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process.
NC Teaching Fellows Program (TFP-S) – Renewals
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

To be eligible to receive the TFP award, students listed on the roster should meet the following criteria:

- must be enrolled in the enrollment status designated on the Notification List
- must be enrolled in an Approved Education Program (STEM or Special Education license area)
- meets the Selective Service Requirement (or is exempt)
- is not in default, or does not owe a refund, under any federal or state loan or grant program, including any overpayments
- must maintain Satisfactory Academic Progress according to the policy of the institution
- must not be concurrently receiving any other state-funded scholarship-loan or forgivable loan
- only tuition, fees, the cost of books, and expenses related to obtaining licensure can be covered by a Teaching Fellows award. Awards may not be applied to broader “cost of attendance” elements – i.e. transportation costs, childcare, etc., which would result in a student receiving a “refund” of any excess award amount.

SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process.
Penn Family Scholarship (PS)  
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The Penn Scholarship Certification Roster allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Penn Scholarship award, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a resident of Rockingham County
- meet the requirements for in-state tuition under G.S. §116-143.1 or §116-143.3 as those requirements are specified and interpreted in the Residence Manual
- demonstrate financial need as determined by Federal Methodology through the use of the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
- be enrolled full-time or part-time as an undergraduate student in one of the 16 campuses of the UNC system in a degree granting curriculum
- must be making Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) as defined by the institution’s policy

A specific allocation of Penn Scholarship funds will be available to each of the 16 campuses. Each campus will be allotted a minimum of $3,000 and the remainder of the funds will be allocated based on enrollment of Rockingham County students with financial need. Individual awards to students may vary between $1,000 and $6,000 per year. Whenever possible, scholarships should be used to reduce or eliminate the recipient’s educational loans, not reduce eligibility for other grants or scholarships.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process
Eligibility Criteria

The Suther Certification Roster allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Suther Scholarship, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- must be a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes
- must be enrolled full-time at one of the University of North Carolina institutions
- must have demonstrated financial need (using the federal methodology) to cover at least the amount of the award
- recipient can be an entering freshmen who was in the top 25% of their high school graduating class or an upper-class student with an academic average of at least 3.0 GPA.

The amount of the Suther Scholarships depends on the annual income from the trust.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year’s awards.
UNC Tuition Grant Program (UNCTG) – New Students
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The Tuition Grant Program Certification Roster allows you to apply awards to students` records and make the appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Tuition Grant award, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- be a 2023 graduate of the NCSSM or the UNCSA
- meet the requirements for in-state tuition
- must be eligible to receive the award indicated or as updated. Tuition Grant plus other awards cannot exceed COA
- be enrolled full-time (minimum 12 credit hours) as an undergraduate student at one of the University of North Carolina institutions for the 2023-24 academic year
- maintain satisfactory academic progress as defined by the financial aid office
- meet the Selective Service Requirement (or is exempt)

The Tuition Grant provides that graduates of the NCSSM or the UNCSA receive a grant equal to the cost of tuition only (no fees included) for attendance at one of the 16 campuses of the UNC System. The grant will be reduced or eliminated if a student receives scholarship or grant assistance from other sources, that in combination with the Tuition Grant, exceed the cost of attendance. SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

The grant is renewable for three additional academic years (a total of eight semesters) provided the recipient continuously meets all eligibility requirements of the program.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient`s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process.
UNC Tuition Grant Program (UNCTG) – Renewal Students
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The Tuition Grant Certification Roster allows you to apply awards to students’ records and make the appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Tuition Grant award, the students listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- be a graduate of the NCSSM or the UNCSA who received Tuition Grant funding during the 2022-23 academic year
- meet the requirements for in-state tuition
- be eligible to receive the award indicated or as updated. Tuition Grant plus other awards cannot exceed COA
- be enrolled full-time (minimum 12 credit hours) as an undergraduate student in one of the University of North Carolina institutions for the 2023-24 academic year
- maintain satisfactory academic progress’ as defined by the financial aid office
- meet the Selective Service Requirement (or is exempt)

The Tuition Grant provides that graduates of the NCSSM or the UNCSA receive a grant equal to the cost of tuition only (no fees included) for attendance at one of the 16 campuses of the UNC system. The grant will be reduced or eliminated if a student receives scholarship or grant assistance from other sources, that in combination with the Tuition Grant, exceed the student’s cost of attendance. SEAA will not disburse these pending awards until the Certification Roster has been reviewed and locked.

Tuition Grant funding is available for up to a total of eight semesters (excluding summer) provided the recipient continuously meets all eligibility requirements of the program.

Note of interest:
A field appears to allow you to enter the recipient’s school ID. If you choose to enter the #, the # will follow the student on rosters throughout the process. Some ID numbers will already be on the list from last year’s awards.
Williams Scholarship (WS)  
2023-2024

Eligibility Criteria

The John Sharpe Williams Certification Roster allows you to apply the scholarship award to a student’s record and make appropriate revisions.

To be eligible to receive the Williams Scholarship, the student listed on the roster must meet the following criteria:

- Must be an undergraduate or graduate student of any academic class or major.
- Must be enrolled full-time at one of the University of North Carolina institutions.
- Must demonstrate financial need as determined by the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
- Must have earned a 2.0 or higher grade point average in high school or in the preceding semester of enrollment with the university.
- Must have not already received the Williams Scholarship for more than one-half the semesters required to complete the recipient’s degree requirements (e.g., four semesters for a bachelor’s, two semesters for a master’s).

In cases where a descendent of Nicholas Glen Williams applies for the scholarship, the above criteria must be met, and priority is given to the selection of the descendent over any other candidate. The descendent must provide proof of kinship to Nicholas Glen Williams.

Absent a descendent recipient, preference shall be given first to graduates of Forsyth Country Day School or West Forsyth High School, which serve Lewisville, North Carolina and then to residents of Forsyth County, North Carolina. Absent a qualified recipient meeting the above preferred considerations, the financial aid administrator at the designated institution shall have sole discretion in the selection of the recipient consistent with the above eligibility criteria. The administrator may also select a recipient who is not a resident of North Carolina, assuming the school and county criteria do not yield candidates.

The scholarship is non-transferable and is not eligible for deferment.

The amount of the Williams Scholarship depends on the interest earnings of the original gift and any subsequent contributions. Once you have determined eligibility for a student, please lock the list and SEAA will make any necessary changes.
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